Arts - Music - Primary

**Bubl Ice Cream - A musical dessert for kids**

11049  
KP  
Create the world's first musical ice cream! Select scoops of ice cream, add a musical sauce, top it all off with berries, chocolate or cookies, then feed it to one of six unique characters. Create ice cream and music simultaneously: scoops, sauces, berries and cookies are all arranged into a unique musical composition.

No Other Versions Available

**The Razzberry Jazzberry Jam - Vol. 1**

75496  
DVD  
88 min  
KP  
2009 Canadian Broadcasting Corp.  
Through the adventures of "the Jazzberries" Louis the Trumpet, Ella the Piano, Billie the Guitar, R.C. the Double Bass, and Buddy and Krupa the Drums and their guest instruments (sousaphone, violin, bagpipes, hand drum, synthesizer, harmonica, clarinet, ukulele and others), children explore basic music concepts and develop active listening skills. At the same time, they learn lessons about building self-esteem, resolving conflicts, being inclusive and more. This episode includes: MOVE TO THE BEAT (Beat) The band hurts Ellas feelings when they stage a marching show, forgetting that she has WHEELS! TEMPO TROUBLE (Tempo) Billie refuses to slow down her speedy dancing, even though no one else can keep up with her! SOLO ON THE SLIDE (Solo) Billie prepares a solo to play when her Dad visits, but will he pay attention to her long enough to hear it? HAPPY BIRTHDAY HOUSE (Dynamics) The show is at risk when Ella and Billie cannot agree on whether to play their new song loudly or softly! Includes dvd and teachers guide.

No Other Versions Available

**The Razzberry Jazzberry Jam - Vol. 2**

75497  
DVD  
66 min  
KP  
2009 Canadian Broadcasting Corp.  
Through the adventures of "the Jazzberries" Louis the Trumpet, Ella the Piano, Billie the Guitar, R.C. the Double Bass, and Buddy and Krupa the Drums and their guest instruments (sousaphone, violin, bagpipes, hand drum, synthesizer, harmonica, clarinet, ukulele and others), children explore basic music concepts and develop active listening skills. At the same time, they learn lessons about building self-esteem, resolving conflicts, being inclusive and more. This episode covers: MELODY MAKERS (Melody) When their guest Xylophones keys are lost around the building, the band races to find them before showtime. BILLIES BIGGEST FAN (Inclusiveness) Billie is against it when the band asks her biggest fan to join them onstage, because her fan is not an instrument. SUPER SOUNDS (Texture) Ellas cousin pushes the band to try out new sounds, but Ella prefers to stick with their current sound. Includes dvd and teachers guide.

No Other Versions Available

**The Razzberry Jazzberry Jam - Vol. 3**

75498  
DVD  
66 min  
K  
2009 Canadian Broadcasting Corp.  
Through the adventures of "the Jazzberries" Louis the Trumpet, Ella the Piano, Billie the Guitar, R.C. the Double Bass, and Buddy and Krupa the Drums and their guest instruments (sousaphone, violin, bagpipes, hand drum, synthesizer, harmonica, clarinet, ukulele and others), children explore basic music concepts and develop active listening skills. At the same time, they learn lessons about building self-esteem, resolving conflicts, being inclusive and more. This episode covers: GIVE IT A REST (Rest) Louis works while his bandmates rest and as a result, is dangerously exhausted when showtime nears. THE FOREVER SONG (Form) The band gets stuck playing a very catchy tune, and tries to figure out how to rid themselves of it. PHANTOM OF THE JAM (Expression) As the Jazzberries rehearse for the Masquerade Ball, they discover the House of Jam may be HAUNTED! Includes dvd and teachers guide.

No Other Versions Available

**The Razzberry Jazzberry Jam - Vol. 4**

75499  
DVD  
66 min  
KP  
2009 Canadian Broadcasting Corp.  
Through the adventures of "the Jazzberries" Louis the Trumpet, Ella the Piano, Billie the Guitar, R.C. the Double Bass, and Buddy and Krupa the Drums and their guest instruments (sousaphone, violin, bagpipes, hand drum, synthesizer, harmonica, clarinet, ukulele and others), children explore basic music concepts and develop active listening skills. At the same time, they learn lessons about building self-esteem, resolving conflicts, being inclusive and more. This episode covers: A BONNIE TALE (Improvisation) The band is forced to rely less on improvisation when their guest refuses to work without sheet music. JOIN THE JAM (Ensemble) When it looks like the band might break up, the Jazzberries think back on how they first came together. TUNING IN (Tuning) A relaxation expert arrives to help calm Louis anxiety, but his easy-going style only makes things worse. Includes dvd and teachers guide.

No Other Versions Available

**Rhythm Basics**

74846  
DVD  
30 min  
PJ  
1993 Canadian Learning Company  
For grades 1-4. Emphasis on concepts of meter, beat, tempo, and accents; percussion instrument family and volume dynamics.

No Other Versions Available

**Xylo - Cutie Monsters Xylophone Fun**

11370  
iPad App  
PK  
2016  
Xylo is a 8 note color coded Xylophone for the iPad, featuring the Cutie Monsters. Kids can easily learn and have fun playing the classic melodies contain in this app. Kids can match the colored number keys laid out on the song sheet above the keys and use their ear to play the rhythm correctly.

No Other Versions Available